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Abstract
Support generation is one of the crucial steps in 3D printing to make sure the overhang structures can be fabricated. The
first step of support generation is to detect which regions need support structures. Normal-based methods can determine the
support regions fast but find many unnecessary locations which could be potentially self-supported. Image-based methods
conduct a layer-by-layer comparison to find support regions, which could make use of material self-support capability;
however, it sacrifices the computational cost and may still fail in some applications due to the loss of topology information
when conducting offset and boolean operations based on the image. In order to overcome the difficulties of image-based
methods, this paper proposes a surfel convolutional neural network (SCNN)-based approach for support detection. In this
method, the sampling point on the surface with normal information, named surfel (surface element), is defined through
layered depth-normal image (LDNI) sampling method. A local surfel image which represents the local topology information
of the sampling point in the solid model is then constructed. A set of models with ground-truth support regions is used to
train the deep neural network. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the normal-based method
and image-based method in terms of accuracy, reliability, and computational cost.

Keywords Support detection · 3D printing · Additive manufacturing · Deep learning · Convolutional neural network ·
Surfel

1 Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) printing is a disruptive technology
that can fabricate complex objects effectively in cost and
time. The process takes the Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
model directly and builds the physical part layer-by-layer.
However, each layer requires a previous layer to build upon,
and if the geometry contains suspensions (cantilevered out
from the main body) or islands (separated segments) in
a layer, extra material is needed to support segments of
material layers that do not have solid material underneath—
so-called supporting structures or supports. Therefore, as an
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important pre-fabrication step, the detection of where needs
to be supported and the generation of supports are crucial
to make sure the CAD model can be properly fabricated.
The goal is always to find the minimum amount of supports
such that the model can be printed successfully because the
supports are the waste materials that will be removed after
the fabrication is completed. In this paper, our focus is on
the detection of regions needing to be supported.

In the practice of 3D printing community, an overhang
can usually be printed with no loss of quality up to a certain
angle, e.g., 30◦, 45◦, or 60◦ depending on the printing
process and the material. For example, the newly printed
layer is supported by 50% of the previous layer at 45◦,
which may allow sufficient support and adhesion to build
upon. When the angle is above the allowable degrees, the
support is required. Therefore, an intuitive way for support
detection is to check the normal along the surface of the
CAD model [16]. If the normal is in the opposite direction of
the printing direction and their angle is small, the position is
detected as support-required. Normal-based method is fast
and can find all the areas that needs support as illustrated
in Fig. 1a. However, this method could lead to a large
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(b) Image-based support detection [3](a) Normal-based support detection

Fig. 1 Support region detected by normal-based method and image-
based method. As is common practice, a threshold of 45◦ is used
for normal checking. It shows that a large area of support regions

is detected with many support locations unnecessary; that is, only
the regions in black circles need support, and other regions can be
self-supported

number of supports that may not be necessary, and the more
supports are generated, the more printing time and cleaning
efforts are needed. The main reason is that the normal-based
method only takes the normal information into account
and does not consider the neighboring structure, resulting
in missing self-support information. Continuing with the
previous 45◦ example, we know that a layer can be self-
supported by 50% overlapping. Even a new layer cannot be
fully supported by its previous layer at 50◦, only the portion
outside the 50% overlapping needs to be supported by extra
material. There are some variants of normal-based methods
trying to reduce the unnecessary supports through clustering
or filtering [29], but it is still challenging to get the optimal
amount of supports.

To make use of the partial self-support capability, another
detection approach is conducted in a layer-by-layer mode.
The support area is determined by comparing successive
two layers after the model is sliced. For example, Chen et
al. proposed an image-based method that makes use of the
slice images computed for each layer [7]. This method first
applies an offset operation on the slice image of the previous
layer with a threshold to account for self-support capability,

Fig. 2 Image-based method fails to detect support between the gap of
the stair shape

and then subtracts it from the slice image of the current
layer using a boolean operation. The remaining pixels in the
current layer are the regions needing to be supported. This
method can compute the partially supported area directly
on each layer, which follows the actual fabrication process
well, and thus can eliminate many unnecessary supports
that the normal-based method has. However, there are two
drawbacks of the image-based method. First, since the
detection requires the model to be sliced already, it is very
time-consuming especially with the tiny layer thickness
being used in the state-of-the-art 3D printing technology
[18]. Moreover, the slicing might still need to be re-done
after the supports are generated or adjustment is made by
users. Second, the method detects support areas in the image
domain by a number of offset and boolean operations, which
would lose topology information between slices especially
when small thin features and gaps in the offsetting area. For
example, the image-based method reports the stair shape
in Fig. 2 support-free even there are surfaces with normal
opposite to the printing direction.

Although the normal-based method is fast, the image-
based method is more attractive as it can utilize the partial
support capability to reduce the waste of material. The goal
of this research is to overcome the difficulties of image-
based method in terms of computational inefficiency and
topology information missing. We observe that a slice image
is a discretization result of a solid model and contains
only local details, and processing the images layer-by-layer
is inevitably time-consuming. Based on the observation,
we hypothesize that if a richer representation is used, the
topology information will be considered and there will
be no need to process the images one-by-one. Layered
depth-normal image (LDNI) is an implicit representation
of a solid [30]. It is basically as simple as an image and
contains an array of rays that are shot to intersect with
the CAD model. It stores the intersection points on the
rays with the depth and normal values. As compared to
a slice image, it not only can represent the details in a
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layer, but also can describe the topology along the rays.
However, the research question here is how to make use
of this rich representation in support detection for 3D
printing? Therefore, our objective is to apply the LDNI
and the convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn the
topology information and directly determine if a point needs
to be supported without the image processing operations.
As a newly emerging area in machine learning, CNN has
been widely used in image analysis, computer vision area
and achieve remarkable breakthroughs. One reason for the
success of deep neural networks is their ability to leverage
the statistical properties of data through local statistics [23].
We believe that it is a good candidate to learn the hidden
relationship between the topology information and the need
for support. In addition, as in practice with the consideration
of design preference, the support position usually requires
manual adjustment, which should be learned as well. The
main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:

1. The LDNI representation is applied in the support
detection, which not only can describe a solid model but
also can reflect the topology information of a local area.

2. A surfel image is developed based on the LDNI sam-
pling, which is a multi-channel image representation
for surface elements. The surfel image fits well to the
existing CNN for image classification.

3. A novel surfel convolutional neural network (SCNN)
is presented to learn the intrinsic property of support
regions, and a new support detection pipeline is
proposed for 3D printing, which can consider self-
support capability without slicing the model.

Experimental results demonstrate the success of the
proposed method when compared with the normal-based
and image-based methods, and the physical fabrication also
validates this method. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first time to apply the deep learning technique to the
support detection for 3D printing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
will briefly review the related works. The support learning
pipeline will be discussed in Section 3. Section 4 will
introduce the architecture of the proposed deep neural
network, and it is followed by the experimental results in
Section 5. Section 6 will conclude the paper.

2 Literature review

In this section, the related work of support detection, support
generation, and deep learning, as well as its extension in 3D
data will be discussed.

2.1 Support detection

It should be noted that the support detection problem is
the first step of support generation, existing works are
concentrated on the support structure generation, and few
works only focused on the support detection. Most studies
simply use intuitive methods to find the positions requiring
support. This is also the motivation of this work to focus
on the very first step of support generation, i.e., support
detection problem.

For support detection, the most intuitive way is to check
whether the angle between an overhang facet and horizontal
plane (assuming the building direction is upward) is large
enough to withstand the weight of the material. This can
be easily performed by computing the dot product of the
facet normal vector and the horizontal vector [13]. Other
methods consider the self-support capability of material,
the detection is based on a layer-by-layer comparison
mode. Representative works are image-based method for
stereolithography (SLA) process [7] and layer-by-layer
comparison method for fused deposition modeling (FDM)
process [9].

As discussed in previous section, normal-based methods
suffer from redundant support generation and image-based
methods have topology information missing problem. In this
work, a learning-based method is investigated to overcome
these drawbacks.

2.2 Support generation

Once the support positions are determined on a solid model,
the following operation is to generate the support structure
to hold the regions at these positions. Various methods have
been proposed for different 3D printing processes.

For FDM process, Vanek et al. used a geometry-
based approach that minimizes the support material while
providing sufficient support [29]. Dumas et al. proposed
a bridge structure to support overhangs [9]. Boyard et al.
presented a method to minimize the volume of support
and its impact on a part’s surface finish for FDM [3].
For selective laser melting process (SLM), Calignano
investigated the manufacturability of the overhanging
structures in aluminum and titanium alloys by using
optimized support parts [6]. Most of these works are based
on simple normal-checking or process-specific parameters
like G-code to detect the support positions. A general and
effective support detection method is needed to find the
support positions.

Other works focus on the generation methods for the
support structure. For example, an orientation-driven shape
optimizer is introduced in [12] to slim down the supporting
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structures used in single material-based AM. Ezair et al.
explored the effect of the model orientation on the volume
of the needed support structure directly below the model
[10]. Vaidya et al. introduced an optimum support structure
generation method for AM using unit cell structures and
support removal constraint [28]. Since the support structure
is based on the detected support positions, this work mainly
focused on the detection of support regions. It is remarked
that the support generation does not affect the support
detection.

2.3 Deep learning for 3D data

Deep learning refers to learning complicated concepts by
representing them from simpler ones in a hierarchical or
multi-layer manner [5]. In the past decade, many fields
such as image and speech recognition have witnessed the
re-emergence of deep learning especially the convolutional
neural network (CNN) techniques [19]. With the compu-
tational power of modern graphics processing unit (GPU),
many applications have been achieved qualitative break-
through [20], and many successful deep convolutional neu-
ral networks have been trained such as AlexNet [17] and
GoogleNet [26]. One of the key reasons for the success of
the deep neural network is their capability of leaning the sta-
tistical properties of the data, and these statistical properties
were related to intrinsic physics [23] and formalized with
different types of CNNs [5, 27].

In order to extend the deep learning methods into
3D data, many attempts have been made to apply the
convolution operation to 3D data. The most direct way is
to use voxel representation for 3D model. For example, Wu
et al. represented a geometric 3D shape as a probability
distribution of binary variables on a 3D voxel grid, by using
a convolutional deep belief network, to learn the distribution
of complex 3D shapes for 3D object recognition problem
[32]. Similarly, Brock et al. trained voxel-based variational
auto-encoders for object classification [4]. Balu et al. used
voxel data to train the network and learn salient features
from a CAD model of a mechanical part, and then determine
if the part can be manufactured or not [1].

Since voxel representation of the 3D model is not
intrinsic and suffers from deformation sensitive issues, to
extend convolution operation to intrinsic geometric deep
learning, Bronstein et al. proposed geometric deep learning
which goes beyond Euclidean data [5]. Masci et al. firstly
extended convolutional neural networks to non-Euclidean
domains (surfaces) by using the geodesic CNN model [22],
the method is improved by Boscaini et al. [2] and further
generalized by Monti et al. [24]. At the same time, Maron
et al. applied convolutional neural networks for sphere-type
shapes by using a global seamless parameterization to a
planar flat-torus [21].

3 Support learning pipeline

It can be seen from the discussion in Section 1 that
although the normal-based method is fast, the redundant
support structures heavily impede material utilization and
surface quality. While the image-based method can make
full use of self-support capability, but misses topology
information which may lead to incorrect support generation.
Considering the issues of the normal-based and image-
based method for support position detection, we propose
to use an information-richer representation for the local
topology of a surface element on a solid model and
introduce a new deep learning technique for support
detection problem. The overview flowchart of the proposed
method is shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the 3D model is firstly
pre-processed and the surfel image with the local topology
information is extracted and serves as the input of the neural
network. Here, the LDNI [30] is used to construct surfel for
an input 3D model, and each element and its neighboring
elements are extracted. The topology information encoded
by the surfels is then represented as a multi-channel image.
In the training stage, all of the multi-channel images are
fed to the input of the deep neural network, which will be
introduced in Section 4. The ground-truth support positions
are used for the output of the network. The ground-
truth support positions selection is based on the supports
detected by the image-based method, and then through
an interactive adjustment process for physical printing. By
using deep learning technique, the relationship between the
local topology information of a surfel and its status of
whether a support is needed or not will be learned.

3.1 Surfel construction

LDNI is a semi-implicit representation of a solid model
[8, 31]. For a solid model, a LDNI with a specified
viewing direction is a two-dimensional (2D) image with
w × w pixels, where each pixel contains a sequence of
numbers which specify: (a) the depths from the intersections
(between a ray passing through the center of a pixel along
the viewing direction and the boundary surface) to the
viewing plane; (b) the normal vectors of the boundary
surfaces at the intersections. Therefore, each sample on the
rays in a LDNI is a Hermite data. The samples on a ray
are sorted in ascending order by their depth values. For
simplicity, we define this surface element on the ray as
surfel in this paper.

For an implicit solid, firstly we represent it with LDNI.
Taking the flower model in Fig. 4 as an example, the
model can be represented by a 2D image in XY plane with
wX × wY pixels by using Z-LDNI. For each pixel (i, j),
a ray is shot from its center along Z-axis and then the
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of support learning procedure

intersections of the ray and the surface of the solid model
can be calculated. After that, a sequence of intersections
(surfels) can be built. Each surfel contains four components:
(d, nx, ny, nz), where d specifies the depth from a surfel
S to the viewing plane (XY plane in the figure), and
NS(nx, ny, nz) is the surface normal at S. According to
the normal direction nz, we can determine whether the ray
shoots in or out from the surface, based on which whether
a given point is inside or outside the solid model can be
determined.

Fig. 4 Surfel construction with LDNI

3.2 Surfel image extraction

The surfel and its neighboring topology information will
be extracted after the LDNI sampling is conducted. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, for a given surfel (the red diamond
marker), its neighboring surfels can be easily extracted from
the neighboring rays. Since whether a surfel needs a support
is determined by the above topology, we choose the nearest
surfels above the given one on the neighboring rays. In
this paper, we use such neighboring surfel information to
represent the local topology of a sampling point. Since the
support is determined by a local area, a sufficient number
of neighboring surfels can properly represent the topology
information.

Based on each surfel and its neighboring surfels, we
can retrieve the local topology of the surfel based on their
depth value and the normal information. For the sake of
computational simplicity, we store such information into
a multi-channel image. For each pixel of the image, the
depth value of a surfel and its normal is stored. The whole
image represents the local topology of the center surfel. The
illustration of such extracted local surfel image is shown in
Fig. 4. A 3×3 surfel image is used as an example to illustrate
the concept of surfel multi-channel image. In practice, the
image size can be chosen according to the self-support
capability and other factors. It can be seen from Fig. 4,
for a given surfel, its depth value and normal information
(di, ni) is recorded at the center pixel of the image, and
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the information of its neighboring surfels can be retrieved
through looking up the LDNI data.

Since each pixel represents a set of samples on a ray
shooting through the solid model, it is possible that there
are no surfels located at a neighboring pixel if the ray has
no intersections with the model. Consideration of the empty
pixels will reduce the computational efficiency. What’s
more, the support status is also related to the slice height. In
order to integrate the slice information into the surfel image,
the depth value needs to be unified. To address these issues
and depict the surfel information precisely related to the
support detection problem, a local surfel image extraction
algorithm is proposed and shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Local surfel image extraction.

Input : LDNI image representation of a solid model,

slice thickness , local image size

Output: Local surfel images

Calculate the height of each slice based on ;

for All pixels in the LDNI image do
if Number of surfels in current pixel 0 then

for All surfels in current pixel do
Determine the surfel height and its slice

interval 1 ;

for All pixels in do

Find the nearest surfel above ;

Calculate the height difference

;

Calculate the regulated depth ;

Store the depth value and surfel

normal in this pixel;

end

end

end

end

In practice, the depth value ranges from millimeter to
inches. In order to eliminate the height variance effect, we
applied a depth regulation function on the depth value.

dreg = ln (1 + d) (1)

Through Algorithm 1, we extract a local multi-
channel image for each surfel which represents its local
topology information in the solid model. By using such
representation, the local topology information of a surfel
and its neighboring surfels can be represented concisely,
which can be seamlessly integrated with the state-of-the-art
deep learning framework.

3.3 Support learning pipeline

By passing the extracted local surfel image as the input to
the deep neural network, we expect to learn the underlying

intrinsic properties of the local topology and the status of
whether a support is needed at the surfel. The next step is to
provide the ground-truth support result for a surfel to guide
the training process for the network. As discussed in the
introduction section, the image-based method may fail to
detect a position in some cases due to topology information
missing caused by the offsetting and boolean operations on
the images.

For ground-truth surfel support, firstly, the image-based
method in [7] is used to determine the surfel support. Then
based on the practical printing requirement, we correct the
failure cases by removing unwanted supports and adjusting
its positions to ensure the physical printing. After all of the
ground-truth support positions are determined, it is passed
into the network as ground-truth output. Through the deep
neural network, the relation between a local surfel topology
and its support status is learned. The training network
architecture is introduced in the next section.

4 Surfel convolutional neural network

In this section, we move to the bottom part of the flowchart
in Fig. 3, the learning framework—surfel convolutional
neural network (SCNN) for the relation of a local surfel
image and support status. The input of the network is a
local surfel multi-channel image which represents local
topology information of a surfel, and the output layer is
the status of the support for that surfel. Different types of
layers are included in the network framework, which will be
introduced in the following sections.

4.1 SCNN architecture

The SCNN consists of several subsequent layers. SCNN
is applied to the local surfel image defined in Section 3
and produces a category output (need support or not). The
architecture of the deep network consists of the following
different layers.

Convolution(Conv) layer is specified by a certain num-
ber of filters, aqp, along with additive biases b per each
kernel, and it operates by computing the convolution of
the previous layer with each of those filters, afterward
adding the biases. Finally, an activation function, σ , will
be applied to all of the pixels of the output images. The
convolution layer contains PQ filters arranged in banks
(P filters in Q bank), each bank corresponds to an output
dimension.

gout
q (x) = σ

(∑P

p=1

(
f in

p � aqp

)
(x) + bq

)
;

p = 1, ..., P ; q = 1, ..., Q (2)
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Fig. 5 Local surfel multi-channel image extraction. Left: the red diamond surfel and its local surfel information (Solid is in surfel and empty is
out surfel, the red surfel is the nearest one above the given diamond surfel). Right: Surfel topology is stored in a multi-channel image

where aqp is the learnable coefficients of the pth filter in
the q th filter bank.

Fully connected (FC) layer is a linearly connected layer
to adjust the input and output dimensions. Given a
P-dimensional input Xin = (xin

1 , ..., xin
P ), the fully

connected layer produces a Q-dimensional output Y out =
(yout

1 , ..., yout
Q ) by using a learnable weights w,

gout
q (x) = η

⎛
⎝ P∑

p=1

wqpf in
p (x)

⎞
⎠ ; q = 1, ..., Q (3)

The output is optionally passed through a non-linear
function such as the ReLU [25], η(t) = max{0, t}.

Softmax layer is used to classify the output from the
previous layer,

gout
p = sof tmax(f in

p ) = exp(f in
p )∑P

p=1 exp(f in
p )

(4)

Dropout(π) layer is a fixed layer to prevent over-fitting
[11]. It injects binomial noise into each computational
unit of the network. During the training stage, an
independent and identically distributed binary mask
mp ∼ Binomial(πdrop) is generated for each input
dimension, each element is 1 with the probability of
1 − πdrop,

gout
p = mpf in

p (5)

During testing stage, all possible binary masks have to
be integrated over. In practice, an approximation method

is re-scaling the input by the drop probability of the
layer:

gout
p = πdropf in

p (6)

Pooling layer is also a fixed layer which combines the
outputs of neuron clusters at one layer into a single
neuron in the next layer; it is used to reduce the input
dimension.

Batch normalization layer is another fixed layer to
reduce the training time of a large network [14]. It nor-
malizes each mini-batch during stochastic optimization
to have zero mean and unit variance, and then performs a
linear transformation of the form:

gout
p = f in

p − μ√
σ 2 + ε

γ + β (7)

where μ and σ 2 are the mean and the variance of the
training dataset by using exponential moving average.
To avoid numerical errors, a small positive constant ε is
used.

4.2 Learning surfel support

For a surfel x on a solid model, the output of SCNN f�(x)

is a binary classification which is interpreted as the support
status. Let y∗(x) denote the ground-truth support of surfel
x, and samples of surfel and their ground truth support are
collected: T = {(x, y∗(x))}, the optimal parameters of the
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network were determined by minimizing the cross-entropy
loss:

	(�) = −
∑

(x,y∗(x))∈T y∗(x) log f�(x)

+(1 − y∗(x)) log (1 − f�(x)) (8)

5 Experimental results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
SCNN method for support detection problem in additive
manufacturing. For experimental settings, the LDNI of the
solid model is computed using the method described in [8,
30, 31]. The image resolution is set as 1024×768. For local
surfel image generation, the slice thickness is 0.04 mm, and
LDNI sampling size is set as 0.1mm × 0.1mm.

The convolutional neural network is implemented in
Keras. The ADAM stochastic optimization algorithm [15]
is used with initial learning rate of 10−3, β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.999. As the input of the network, the two-channel images
for the surfels are generated by using Algorithm 1 from
the given 3D models. The ground-truth support positions
are determined through image-based method followed by
the post-interactive correction, fine-tuning and physical
testing. Here, a home-made SLA printer is used for physical
testing, it should be noted that the proposed method is
general and not limited to a specific printing process
since the ground-truth supports position can be pre-defined
according to certain printing process (FDM, SLS, etc.). For
all experiments, training is done by minimizing the loss
function in Eq. 8.

5.1 Single batchmodel support detection

In this experiment, a set of models belonging to the same
category is studied. The models in this batch are similar but
different from each other. The purpose of the experiment is
to test the leaning capability of the network, that is, whether
the proposed method can distinguish similar models with

Table 1 Effect of input surfel image size on computation time and
accuracy

Input surfel
image size

Training
time (min)

Support pre-
diction (sec)

Prediction
accuracy (%)

5 × 5 11.2 0.75 98.2

10 × 10 16.3 1.20 98.5

20 × 20 27.8 2.34 98.7

local deformations. Figure 6 shows such a batch of teeth
aligners used for training.

In this experiment, the following network archi-
tecture is used: Conv64+Conv32+MaxPooling+Dropout+
FC64+FC32+softmax. In all convolution layers, the 3 × 3
filters are used. In pooling layer, a 2 × 2 pool size is used.
For each teeth aligner model, around 100K surfels with
down-facing normals are extracted; thus, around 100K sur-
fel images are extracted for each model. Ten teeth aligner
models are studied in the experiment, which provides us
around one million surfels (samples) in total for deep learn-
ing process. In this study, 75% of the samples are used for
training, and the remaining 25% is used for testing. Table 1
is the learning results by using the proposed SCNN method.

As can be seen from Table 1 that with different input
image size to represent the local topology of a surfel, the
trained model has different prediction accuracy. The larger
the input image size, the higher accuracy of the prediction.
Specifically, 20×20 input size obtained 98.7% of prediction
accuracy; however, it needs the longest training time (27.8
minutes) to train the network. But the difference of the
accuracy among the three input size is very small, a 5 × 5
input surfel image can achieve a 98.2% prediction accuracy.
This is mainly because the support of a surfel is determined
by the local topology of surrounding surfels on the model,
a 5 × 5 input surfel image is enough to represent this
neighboring topology information. Hence, a 5 × 5 input
image size is good enough for a support detection.

Once the network is trained, the prediction process is
fairly fast. Table 1 shows that it only takes 0.75 to 2.34 s
to predict all of the supports. While it takes about 20 min

Fig. 6 A batch of teeth aligner models used for training
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Fig. 7 The prediction of support
using the proposed SCNN and
the physical fabricated model
with the predicted supports

Fig. 8 3D models and their
ground-truth supports used for
training

Table 2 Comparison of support detection for different methods

Model Number of
vertices

Normal-based
accuracy

Image-based
accuracy

SCNN prediction
accuracy

Normal-based
method (sec)

Image-based
method (sec)

SCNN
prediction (sec)

Teeth aligner 120K 53.2% 95.2% 96.4% 0.5 1232.4 1.2

Hearing aid 163K 46.5% 92.0% 97.3% 0.7 1458.5 1.7

Flower 297K 35.1% 82.3% 95.8% 0.8 3970.3 2.9

Armadillo 43K 42.8% 97.8% 98.1% 0.2 53.6 0.9

Bunny 35K 60.4% 97.4% 98.5% 0.2 38.2 0.5

Fig. 9 Support positions of
flower model detected by
different methods

(b) Normal based method(a) Ground-truth support (d) Support detected by SCNN(c) Image based method [3] (e) Physical printed model

(b) Normal based method(a) Ground-truth support (d) Support detected by SCNN(c) Image based method [3]

Fig. 10 Support positions of bunny model detected by different methods
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Fig. 11 Support detection of
applications with different
methods

(a) Image based method [3] (b) Support detected by SCNN

Case 1

(a) Image based method [3]

(b) Support detected by SCNN

Case 2

for detecting all of the support anchors by the image-
based method. Hence, the proposed method is more efficient
especially for the applications where a large set of models
need to detect support structures. Figure 7 shows the support
prediction results by using the trained model, through
physical fabrication we can see the predicted supports can
successfully withstand the model. The experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

5.2 Cross-model support detection

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed learning
method for cross-model support detection, a cross-model
support detection experiment is conducted in this section.
In this experiment, each model has different topology and
features, the leaning capability of the proposed method can
be tested. A set of models in different categories and their
ground-truth support positions are collected to train and test
the network.

For this experiment, the following network architecture
is used: Conv128 + Conv64 + MaxPooling + Dropout
+ FC128 + FC64 + softmax. In the first and second
convolution layers, the 4×4 filters and 3×3 filters are used
respectively. In the pooling layer, a 2 × 2 pool size is used.
The input image size is set as 10×10. In total, twenty shapes
are used for training, and Fig. 8 shows the examples of the
training shapes and their ground-truth support positions.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the proposed SCNN
with other methods for support detection in terms of
prediction accuracy and computational time. It can be
seen that the proposed method achieves better performance
on the support detection in this cross-model experiment.
Compared to the normal-based method and image-based
method, the SCNN accomplishes the highest prediction
accuracy. For example, the teeth aligner model is used to test
the performance of the trained model. In the test, the teeth
aligner has 94064 down-facing normals, and the trained
model predicts 90678 surfels with an accuracy of 96.4%.
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Figures 9 and 10 show examples of support detection
with the comparison of different methods, from which
we can see that the result of SCNN is closest to the
ground truth support. The normal-based method detects a
large amount of unnecessary positions. While the image-
based method detects fewer supports; however, with post-
interactive design, the ground-truth supports have a certain
number of adjusted positions, and the SCNN can learn such
information and predict a better result. This shows that the
proposed SCNN can learn not only the relation between
surfel topology and the support status, but also the user
interaction design preference, which reveals the proposed
method is more effective than other two methods.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the statistical time
of support detection for various shapes. It can be seen
that the normal-based method has least computational
time; however, the detection accuracy is poor due to a
large number of unnecessary support positions detected.
Compared to the image-based method, the SCNN prediction
of support positions is much faster with higher accuracy.
Since image-based method needs to detect support positions
layer-by-layer, while the SCNN only needs to predict
with a trained network; hence, for a trained network,
the proposed method is much more efficient for practical
support detection especially for mass production.

5.3 Robustness verification

It can be seen from Sections 5.1 and 5.2 that the proposed
SCNN outperforms the normal-based method and image-
based method. In the real application, a robust support
detection method is critical. Hence, in this section, the
robustness of the proposed method is tested. We test the
performance of the proposed method on some extreme
features where image-based method always failed to detect
the support. Figure 11 shows the experimental result of such
typical cases.

As can be seen from Fig. 11, the image-based method
is failed to detect the small overhang feature between
small gaps in case 1. The main reason is that the offset
operation of an image on the right portion will merge
with the left and then lose the topology information of the
gap; however, the SCNN method can predict the supports
on such a feature by its topology preserving capability.
For case 2, the image-based method failed to detect the
supports at protruded holes. This is because the offsetting
operation of image assumes the position is covered;
however, in practical printing, this position is salient
and a support should be added. The SCNN can predict
correct support positions due to its learning capability
can extract the salient topology features and the support
status.

From these two cases, the experimental results reveal that
the proposed SCNN is more robust for support detection on
extreme features.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a deep learning technique is applied
to the problem of support detection in the additive
manufacturing area. The support detection problem is
investigated as a sub-problem of support generation. The
issues of current methods are analyzed and discussed,
then the deep learning-based method for support detection
is proposed. In this method, a richer representation for
local topology information surfel image is developed,
and a surfel convolutional neural network is constructed
for support learning. Experimental results show that the
proposed method achieves high prediction accuracy and
outperforms previous methods in terms of support detection.
With the learning capability of the deep neural network,
the interactive design information can be extracted. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time deep learning
method is introduced in support generation in additive
manufacturing.

Future work would be on the following two aspects.
Firstly, the support structure generation could be incor-
porated with deep learning technique, as the application
of such machine learning technique can help the designer
to embrace intelligence knowledge to achieve automotive
modeling. Secondly, the deep learning techniques can be
used for other prefabrication and fabrication applications in
the additive manufacturing field.
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